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ABSTRACT 

 
A newcomer to the world of franchising, the Rafa Nadal Academy, a center for 

tennis instruction, has grown rapidly over a period of four years, expanding to three 
new locations in the world, adding to the success of their flagship academy in Mallorca, 
Spain. While the Academy presses forward with new projects, at present it does not 
have a standardized and replicable franchise model for expanding internationally. This 
business plan ties together a series of assessment tools and practical measures in an 
effort to achieve an employable franchise model ready for use in the Singapore market. 
The project builds on the early experiences of the Academy’s locations established in 
Spain, Greece, Mexico, and Kuwait. It pulls together a series of good practices of the 
Academy and provides strength to some weak areas of the present business model. 
Finally, based on the research and financial modeling, this business plan concludes that 
Singapore is an ideal location for the next Rafa Nadal Academy. 
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“Work hard. Have fun. Make it happen.” 
- Rafa Nadal     

 
To all those who have accompanied and supported us during extraordinary times and 

contributed to accomplish this monumental task. 
Thank you! 
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Introduction 

In April of 2016, the first Rafa Nadal Academy (RNA) was founded in the island of 

Mallorca, Spain in the village of Manacor, the hometown of Rafael Nadal Parera or Rafa, as 

known in and out of the sports world. Built on the philosophy and values which played a major 

part in the career of Rafa, the Academy in Mallorca seeks to form and instruct their future and 

present tennis players on those same pillars of which distinguished Rafa from other world- 

class sports players. The Academy is not simply a tennis training facility but an institution that 

offers a holistic approach to every individual that passes through their doors.  

In a very fitting way, these values have also been embodied by the International School 

at the Academy in Mallorca, which acts as a complement for parents desiring that their students 

obtain this integrated formation, academically and mentally. 

Since 2016 the Academy has seen a significant expansion into other countries, taking 

the philosophy and values of Rafa to Greece, Mexico, and recently to the Middle Eastern state 

of Kuwait. The new locations of the Academy are built on partnerships with hotels and are a 

simplified version of the Mallorca facility providing seasonal programs. The Kuwait tennis 

center, the newest of the Rafa Nadal academies, is the exception to previously founded 

facilities, partnering with a hotel at a later date in a phase of the Kuwait Academy’s 360 Project.  

While the Academy moves forward with new projects and partnerships to expand the 

world class program, the East Asian market is still not explored. Based on the current market 

entry trends, it seems fitting that the newest RNA location would open their doors in the country 

of Singapore. Renowned as one of the Asian Tigers, the market of Singapore is still young but 

filled with a strong economic and social character. As a business destination, the country is 

home to a diversely international community. Singapore not only has the potential to become 

the next location of RNA but possesses the ability to open doors in the future to other locations 

not only in East Asia but Oceania. 
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Executive Summary  

 The Rafa Nadal Academy, seeks to combine the unique training style of Toni Nadal 

with the world renown sportsmanship of Rafa. The Manacor Academy is one of subsequent 

academies that cater to youths and adults seeking to receive a unique and premium-level tennis 

training. While the Academy has opened newer locations in recent years, no formal process 

has been established prior which allows for an ease with the replicability of the Academy for 

future franchise locations.  

 In an effort to build a franchise model, it was necessary to learn from the Academy’s 

experiences with their previous projects, ensuring that consistent key components are identified 

and incorporated into this business plan. The initial section of this report uses analytical tools 

to determine the compatibility of the Academy’s business model with the Singapore market. In 

this plan, the project identifies the most successful entry mode for newer destinations based on 

the style of entry of previous ventures namely, through a franchising model. The plan moves 

through various facets of this entry strategy, covering common functions which exist in the 

current locations while understanding what components require responsiveness on a country to 

country basis.   

 Based on the present clients of the RNA, a buyer persona was developed for the 

Singaporean population. From this, a marketing plan was created with the intention of 

maintaining and promoting a luxury style tennis center in an effort to help distinguish it from 

already existing tennis clubs in Singapore. As the Academy maintains contracts with various 

suppliers who at times make contributions to the program, it was essential to identify the same 

partnerships in Singapore. Similarly, it was vital to maintain the current methods used by the 

RNA when considering the day to day operations of the proposed tennis center. This includes 

logistics, information supply chain, and the operations scenarios, all of which maintain 

characteristics of the Academy while remaining responsive to the needs of the region. 

 In contrast, while trying to remain responsive to the market being explored, certain 

functions prevail as established by the Academy in Mallorca. Human Resources and Marketing 

are among these functions and will coordinate between the headquarters in Mallorca and the 

Academy to be established in Singapore. Adaptations to local circumstances specifically, when 

considering the local labor laws and common business practices are among the main items to 

be accounted for when incorporating the Singapore staff. As a means of maintaining a 

competitive edge among local tennis clubs, the current performance management structure of 

the RNA has been updated to ensure continual professional development for the staff and 
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retention incentives to promote upward advancement. Finally, considering the circumstances 

of Singapore while building on the practices of the Academy, a financial structure was 

developed which presents a foundation for establishing the tennis school, maintaining 

operations, and a long-term expansion.  

  Lastly, this project provides the RNA with a secure entrance strategy into an 

unexplored market which has the potential to open more doors. As an initial start, a long-term 

plan focusing on the expansion possibilities in Singapore is illustrated in a five-year plan which 

is based on the financial structuring put forth in the finance section. While this plan unfolds a 

strategy, which is projected to grow the Academy’s location in the country, other scenarios 

which may have a negative impact on the school’s expansion have also been discussed. Overall, 

this is an employable model for the creation of a new Rafa Nadal Academy franchise in 

Singapore, helping to open the door of the growing international brand to South East Asia and 

Oceania, and future academies across the world. 
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1. Company Background  

A world-class tennis training institution, the Rafa Nadal Academy caters to both youth 

and adult tennis instruction. The Academy at present encompasses an unofficial franchise 

model and exists in the countries of Mexico, Greece and Kuwait with their location in Spain 

serving as the coordination point where the main administrational functions and staff training 

are carried out. 

1.1 Philosophy and Values 

The RNA prepares players for their future in tennis, professional or amateur, by 

applying multiple innovative systems combined with characteristics that are synonymous with 

Rafa Nadal and his will to win. The philosophy and values of the Academy are considered a 

cornerstone of Nadal’s tennis career namely, athleticism, winning spirit, competitive mentality, 

intensity in training & during matches, concentration, anticipation, tactical knowledge, and 

learning to compete. These values and philosophy are present in every aspect of the RNA and 

are communicated by staff to clients, both on and off the court.  

1.2 Company Objectives 

Expansion of the Rafa Nadal Academy to Singapore is hinged on a strong partnership 

and a developable franchise model. Prior to entering the market, the RNA would partner with 

a preexisting tennis academy willing to elevate their current training to a world-class level and 

in turn promote this program with the Rafa Nadal name. Within the first and second years, the 

Academy’s growth will depend on attracting and increasing their clientele in the region as a 

means of achieving a sustainable operational capacity. By year five and onwards, it is projected 

that the need for expansion will be pertinent in order to sustain the future demand. Due to land 

limitations, this would translate to the purchase or incorporation of additional pre-existent 

tennis facilities in Singapore. 

1.3 Value Proposition 

 More than a tennis center, the Rafa Nadal Academy expands the boundaries of tennis 

coaching, elevating the player’s experiences by intertwining values and a unique training 

system used by professional level tennis athletes. This formation is guided by a team of 

experienced coaches directed by Toni Nadal with some coaches having accompanied Rafa 

Nadal along his tennis career. (rafanadalacademy.com, 2018) Along with this elite training, 
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clients have access to state-of-the-art sports facilities with personal attention provided by not 

only instructors but fitness professionals and nutritionists. 

2. External Analysis 

2.1 PEST analysis 

As part of an initial study of the Singapore market, a PEST (Political, Economic, Social, 

and Technology) analysis highlighting important themes and issues presently facing the 

country was conducted. A concise version of the analysis has been provided in this section 

highlighting some aspects of the complete research which can be found in the appendix 1.  

A former British colony, Singapore became an independent country in 1959. Since then 

the country has launched itself to become one of the leading economies in Asia and the world. 

The country, a democratic state, is represented by a parliamentary system with an elected 

president and an appointed prime minister. The island nation enjoys regional membership in 

ASEAN and APEC. While the country has been viewed as a leading democracy in Asia, some 

would view the legal system to be rigid.  

Singapore maintains a strong economy with a gross domestic product (GDP) of 364 

billion USD at an annual growth rate of 3.2%. When compared to the GDP of neighboring 

countries such as Malaysia (354 billion USD), which has six times its population, Singapore 

stands relatively larger. The unemployment rate prior to 2020 stood at 3.77% with an inflation 

rate of 0.67%.  (The World Bank, 2019) A combination of factors has also attributed to the 

country being considered an attractive destination for businesses, sporting a thriving sector of 

value-added manufacturing, and a rising sector in finance. 

The social features of Singapore are conditioned by the geographical size of the nation. 

As of 2019, the country's population totaled 5.8 million inhabitants. (Government of Singapore, 

2019) Compared to most of their regional neighbors this makes Singapore a relatively small 

country in terms of population size yet, with a high population density. While the country 

maintains a high literacy rate, low birth rates compounded with an aging population are among 

the major issues facing the nation’s future.  

Lastly, over recent years Singapore has become a hub for technology multinationals. 

As a result, the country has maintained its position in Bloomberg’s most innovative countries. 

(Bloomberg Tech Nations, 2019) Based on the previous year’s estimations, about 80% of the 

world’s top technology firms operate within the borders of the island nation. While the future 

plans of the country remain subjected to current economic pressures, the government plans to 
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roll out the 5G technology in 2020. The expectations are that by 2050 at least 50% of the 

country will have access to this technology, making information and knowledge more available 

and faster to obtain. 

2.2 The Singapore Market  

2.2.1 The Consumer 
The information gathered when constructing the consumer panel (appendix 2) 

is based on a profile of individuals that make up the current clientele of the RNA. In 

constructing this, it is important to distinguish that some elements will not always be 

consistent with the existing consumers and instead are considered to give a universal 

understanding of who might be a potential client of the RNA. To calculate the main 

financial structures of the project, the potential number of clients that the country of 

Singapore offers, needed to be identified. Based on a survey conducted by the 

Singapore Government, they determined that a 2.5% of the overall population were 

regularly involved with tennis (2-3 times a week). In addition, the current business 

practice of the Academy targets people from middle to upper classes of the society. In 

this case this group consists of around 25-28% of the overall Singaporean population. 

Given those numbers, the amount of potential clients resulted in 36,258 people, from 

children to seniors. In the Singapore market, based on the constructed consumer panel, 

it is very possible to seek out a similar clientele as a good portion of the population who 

participates in tennis belongs to the middle to upper class and possess the purchasing 

power similar to those clients found in other markets where the Academy currently 

operates. 

2.2.2 Competition and substitutes 

While it may seem that the product offering of the RNA will be a distinguishable 

program, the Academy will join other luxury sports clubs with similar or more 

advanced benefits that have grown alongside the country. At present, the market has 

approximately 11 tennis centers, 10 of which rank similarly with the Academy, catering 

to the middle to upper class segment of the Singapore market. (Singapore Government, 

2020) Additionally, while tennis may be the sport at focus, other substitutes to tennis 

can be found. According to a survey conducted by the Singapore government, in 2018 

although tennis was not among the top five sports in the nation, when considering the 
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tournaments played in the region (Women's Tennis Association Finals), the attendance 

indicates the increasing popularity of the sport.1 

2.2.3 Suppliers 

As a premium tennis academy with a trademarked name, ensuring a standard 

level of quality with materials and facilities is of utmost importance. For this reason, 

suppliers who currently maintain contracts with the Rafa Nadal Academy will be given 

priority when considering the purchase of tennis materials. However, any necessary 

renovations needed to be undertaken at the Academy's Singapore location which pertain 

to the upkeep of the tennis courts and the various machines necessary for the day to day 

training should be considered at a local level. For this reason, a supplier selection 

criterion should be maintained to ensure that current contracts with major sponsors are 

upheld while newer contracts can be established with local partners in Singapore on a 

need basis.  

At present, the RNA currently sources tennis and transport materials from major 

partners namely, Nike, Babolat and KIA. In an effort to maintain these partnerships, 

local suppliers of these companies have been located in Singapore (appendix 3). The 

school also receives support for air travel from Air Europa. While this company does 

not operate flights in all international location, it is recommended that a partnership 

within the airline alliance, SkyTeam, be sought out. Ideally, the RNA Singapore could 

establish relations with Singapore Airlines, a member of SkyTeam as a means of 

expanding relations within this airline carrier group.   

3. Internal analysis 

3.1 SWOT analysis 

Since the project is geared at bringing the Rafa Nadal Academy into a new market, 

conducting a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis (appendix 

4) helps to understand factors which might impact the project in the Singapore market. The 

analysis with its four components allows for a scrutiny of elements which the Academy 

possesses (Strengths) and an assessment for those of which it lacks (Weaknesses), the 

opportunities that are possible in this market, and the pending threats which they might possibly 

 
1 The Womens Tennis Association’s annual tournaments host 10,000 attendees per match with a series of 
matches played throughout the day, lasting for the period of a week.  
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face. As the RNA is built on the values, beliefs, and specific training style of Rafa Nadal, this 

serves as one of the main strengths. Accompanied by an international reputation rooted in their 

beginnings, RNA, in this way, distinguishes themselves from other competitors who only serve 

their native local markets. As a quality assurance, the RNA’s staff is also professionally trained 

specific to the existing methodology. 

The most notable weakness derives from the Academy being a newcomer in the game 

of tennis training centers at a marketable scale. As the RNA continues to expand to other 

countries, there is a need to create a replicable franchise model, since one is currently lacking. 

At present the cost of the offered services is significantly high and targets a specific market 

segment. 

The Academy currently has a presence in four countries, two in Europe, a location in 

the Middle East and a location in Central America. For this reason, it has the potential to expand 

into other markets in East Asia and the Americas. Additionally, most East Asian families also 

target high achievement opportunities which the RNA will be able to offer.   

Finally, as the project pushes forward, expansion into the Singapore market may be met 

with potential issues. In Singapore, schools and academies exist which offer tennis coaching 

and other sports substitutes; some employ local sports professionals who have dedicated their 

time and effort in building the nation's tennis and sports community. Additionally, as Singapore 

is a thriving metropolitan space with limited real estate to build on, the proposed tennis center 

might run into future issues should they desire to move from a partnership with a hotel to their 

own location.  

3.2 Stakeholders Map 

 As illustrated in Figure 1 there are several stakeholders that are affected or involved 

with the creation of the Rafa Nadal Academy in Singapore. The major stakeholders are 

categorized into the following main groups: “Maintain Confidence”, “Collaborate”, “Monitor 

and Respond”, and “Keep Informed”. This categorization is based on the influence and impact 

on the business. On the vertical axis lies Influence, which determines to what extent the future 

stakeholders are needed to move the business forward. Similarly, Impact is represented on the 

horizontal axis, illustrating the extent to which this project might have a repercussion on a 

group or persons. There are three main stakeholders in the Maintain Confidence group, namely 

Sponsors, Singapore government and Rafa Nadal image, which have a strong connection to the 

Academy. The constituents of the Collaborate Group clients, employees, tennis association, 

and tournament organizers. These stakeholder groups are essential in terms of influence and 
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impact and are most needed in order to make the business successful. The Keep Informed 

quadrant includes the headquarters and the shareholders, which have lower influence but high 

impact. Finally, the last group, Monitor and Respond, which includes the stakeholders with a 

minor impact and influence such as substitutes, local competition and regulatory entities. 

 

 
Figure 1. Stakeholders Map (Source: own elaboration) 

4. Entry Mode 

4.1 The Franchise Model 

 In order to enter the Singaporean tennis market, Rafa Nadal Academy has many options 

to choose from. These options could be a wholly owned subsidiary, a joint venture or a 

franchise. At present, the RNA does not have a standardized approach to expanding 

internationally, but rather uses an individual approach to the market they are entering. 

 In the following, this business plan will discuss the possibility of entering Singapore 

via the franchise model. At the same time, this project intends to provide a standardized 

approach to expanding the RNA via the franchise model and is applicable to other markets and 

countries as well.  

 The characteristics that make the franchise model appealing is the fact that it offers little 

to no entry cost for the headquarters to enter a new geographic region while at the same time 

receiving royalty payments on a regular basis, that is tied to the revenue. Under the franchise 
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model, an area manager is appointed who visits the franchise periodically and acts as a 

consultant in order to ensure the application of best practices from headquarters. 

In order to fully pursue the standardized approach, which is deeply embedded in the 

franchise model, the headquarters will provide the software for managing class schedules and 

other administrative duties at a nominal fee to the franchisee. These terms would be stipulated 

in a proposed contract agreement further enabling the possibility of tracking sales records as 

well as calculating royalties. The latter is based on the achieved revenues by the franchise, 

which in turn is earned based on revenue objectives set by franchisor and franchisee. The 

engagement of the headquarters for this step is critical. In addition to the aforementioned, the 

headquarters provide a number of services, such as the initial training of the coaching staff and 

marketing, as well as Human Resources (HR) to ensure the standardized delivery of services 

to the customers.  

5. Marketing Plan 

5.1 Product Policy 

Currently, the Rafa Nadal Academy provides various experiences to their customers. 

In all of their locations, the centers provide classes and intense training for tennis enthusiasts 

seeking to improve their game or begin their tennis career. During certain periods of the year, 

families also could enjoy their vacation while participating in a week of tennis classes at the 

Academy. Additionally, this service provides a personalized assessment which evaluates client 

progress and providing insights towards improvement. At this moment, Manacor is the only 

location which provides tennis training coupled with an international school for those clients 

who seek to send their children to the Academy for both schooling and tennis education. Similar 

to the location of Mexico, Greece, and Kuwait, Singapore would provide tennis instruction 

catering to both children and adults in their initial phase. (appendix 5) 

5.2 Pricing Policy 

The tennis Academy is distinctive in the fact that it employs a methodology unique to 

Rafa Nadal’s evolution as a professional tennis player. This is a holistic approach that targets 

a middle to upper class population and is priced accordingly to provide proper attention and 

resources dedicated to ensuring the client’s success. The pricing scheme (appendix 6) is based 

on the prices which the existing RNA’s charges their current clients and has been adjusted to 

ensure that the operational cost of a Singapore Academy would be met. Although the Academy 
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presents itself as a luxury style training, it is also important to note that compared to potential 

competitors in the country the price to product value provides for a competitive edge against 

other existing academies. 

The capacity of the Academy (number of courts), is based on the average available 

tennis courts in all existing academies in the country. The number obtained was six courts, with 

a maximum of five people in each court. Based on that, the Academy will offer three different 

types of programs, private lessons (1h), weekly lessons for adults (3h/ week) and weekly 

sessions for kids (4h/ week). The price of the three different types of service was based on 90 

Singapore Dollars (S$)/ h, which will incur a gradual increase over the five-year period.  

5.3 Promotion Policy 

The Academy has the benefit of receiving continual support from its namesake Rafa 

Nadal. In addition, many other medians are available to ensure the continual support and to 

maintain the ongoing efforts of promoting the RNA. Traditional media and communications 

have been a fundamental part in the promotion of the academy. Moreover, former and current 

students of the tennis center who have entered into the level of semi-professional to 

professional players of tennis also help to support the attractiveness of the RNA methodology, 

their tools and products. Furthermore, traditional means of communications and marketing, 

including that of promotional stands during tennis tournaments, advertisements, and social 

media channels (appendix 7), will also provide for continued promotion of the Academy and 

their activities. 

5.4 Place Policy 

As previously mentioned, the Rafa Nadal Academy is currently present in three 

continents with plans to expand in the future into North America and Asia. Mallorca and 

Kuwait are currently the only two locations which provide a full tennis complex consisting of 

not only professional tennis courts but also a fitness center with on staff professionals to cater 

to the needs of the clients. Initially, the Singapore RNA would be similar to that of Mexico and 

Greece. The objective is to partner with an already existing academy with the intention to 

continually expand and build up a similar model to that of Manacor. This would include the 

ability to host students intending to receive both tennis instruction and attend the international 

school provided at the Academy. Yet, prudence seems key in approaching the Singapore 

market as land is a scarce resource and it would take time and effort to arrive at a similar level 

to that of Manacor. 
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6. Logistics Plan  

Moving forward, this section will examine in detail how the franchise will manage 

logistics for the Rafa Nadal Academy Singapore. Initially, it is essential to illustrate the 

project’s understanding of logistics, given the fact that the Rafa Nadal Academy provides a 

service and therefore has different operations compared to a wholesale company. Following 

this, other factors such as the Supplier Selection Criteria, Supply Chain Optimization, 

Outsourcing, Information Supply Chain, Operations Scenarios, the Core Competencies and 

Definition and establishments of KPI’s (appendix 8) need to be considered.  

6.1 Defining Supply Chain 

The basic understanding of supply chain and logistics for the future project in Singapore 

would include the structure of information flow of the business in every aspect, from client to 

court, according to the service booked. Consequently, the RNA supply chain distinguishes 

itself from wholesales as mentioned in section 6. 

6.2 Supplier Selection Criteria 

As a service company, tennis courts and materials as well as the current sponsorships 

would act as the main suppliers and providers for the Academy. In terms of tennis courts, a 

major issue needs to be addressed. As previously mentioned in the PEST analysis (section 2.1), 

Singapore is a densely populated country. It will therefore be difficult to find an appropriate 

piece of land suitable to build the tennis facilities. As an alternative option, the purchasing of 

an existing tennis academy and a posterior transformation process into a future tennis center 

may serve as a possible solution. However, the initial goal is to rent out the property, in which 

the landlord becomes the supplier.  

Tennis materials are vital to the day to day business operations. Fortunately, the RNA 

has existing sponsorships that help to secure supplies as mentioned in section 2.2.3. These 

include Nike for clothing, Babolat for tennis equipment (i.e. rackets, balls) as well as the car 

manufacturer KIA for mobility. A pre-existing sponsorship also exists with Air Europa which 

supports the transport of Academy employees. Additionally, the Academy should direct their 

efforts to seek sponsors and partnerships with local suppliers in order to promote local 

involvement and collaboration.  
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6.3 Supply Chain Optimization 

In order for RNA Singapore to deliver the best service possible, the supply chain needs 

to be organized in a highly efficient way. This includes offering a punctual and well-organized 

service by maximizing customer quality and satisfaction and at the same time minimizing client 

complaints and costs that occur by not meeting customer needs. Further, purchasing costs need 

to be managed thoroughly as supplies could be potentially sponsored (i.e. tennis equipment, 

exercise machines, etc.). Moreover, the anticipation of seasonal fluctuations, political shifts 

and health emergencies, such as COVID-19, could reduce chaos and costs. Lastly, the 

interaction per employee within the supply chain should be minimized in order to prevent 

shortcomings in service delivery and quality by employee unavailability.  

6.4 Outsourcing  

            The following briefly covers outsourcing, given that it will be explained in more detail 

in the Marketing as well as HR sections of this business plan. The project’s objective, as 

previously mentioned, is to standardize the RNA expansion process through the use of a 

franchise model. An annual fee tied to the franchise revenue covers HR and Marketing specific 

functions. These services will be provided by the Academy’s central offices in Manacor, 

Mallorca. The reason for this is to achieve a global standard in terms of how the service is 

communicated and delivered.  

6.5 Information Supply Chain  

            A major supply chain for a service company is the way information flows through the 

organization. The following section illustrates the information flow at the RNA Singapore and 

demonstrates this visually for better understanding.  

The customer’s first contact with an Academy member is through our website or face-

to-face. The administration and data will be organized and managed through the headquarters’ 

IT systems, such as the currently used Syltek2. Based on the time demand, a coach and court 

will be scheduled according to availability. This step takes two scenarios into account. Scenario 

A illustrates full capacity availability of staff and court, considered optimal operations; while 

scenario B represents a low availability of staff, the undesired scenario.   

 

 
2 An administrative sports software which is presently used in more than 600 clubs and 15 countries. 
(www.syltek.com)  
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Figure 2. Information Supply Chain (Source: own elaboration) 

6.6 Operation Scenarios 

           Different scenarios have been composed to illustrate how to deal with staff shortages 

while operating at full capacity. In this case, one coach would operate two tennis courts, 

providing instructions then proceeding to roam and oversee the activities. This technique is 

scalable and therefore can be adjusted to as many as five absent staff as the RNA Singapore is 

thought to start with six tennis courts and six coaches. However, having available only one 

tennis coach while operating at full capacity demonstrates the absolute worst-case scenario. 

Visual documentation has been provided in Figure 3.  
 

 

Figure 3. Operational Scenarios (Source: Own elaboration) 
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6.7 Core Competencies and Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) 

            The Rafa Nadal Academy defines their core competencies in terms of their 

methodology and training practices which provide a unique experience of their services. This 

is closely linked with the integration of RNA’s values and philosophy as discussed in section 

1.2. As a service company, the entire Academy strives for constant customer growth and 

satisfaction. Having Rafa as the face of this academy only underlines the goal for excellence 

in every aspect of the business. 

            In order to achieve high standards of quality, specific Key Performance Indicators 

(KPI’s) will be implemented to determine and evaluate the performance of the RNA employees 

(appendix 9). The quality of the service offered will be further analyzed by customer feedback, 

loyalty, satisfaction, and retention.  

7. Human Resources (HR) Plan             

In order to tackle all features of HR, it is important to first outline the Practiced and 

Proposed Values (section 7.1). Following this, a comparison between Spain and Singapore will 

be done based on the company’s HR strategy and country specific features. Finally, aspects 

such as how to assess performance management, the needed headcount of the Singapore 

operations, and some centralized functions will be illustrated. 

7.1 Practiced and Proposed Values 

            The Rafa Nadal Academy business model is based on their philosophy and values which 

were elaborated in more detail in section 1.3. In this part the focus will be on the taught and 

practiced values that are currently implemented in the Spanish headquarters. These include 

professional and team development based on the experience within the company (appendix 10) 

which include weekly staff meetings to determine performance and proposing improvements 

with regards to organizational purposes and future planning.  

            The new franchise in Singapore will adapt the present values to the local market in 

terms of cultural practices, festivities and local hiring trends to gain a deeper market 

understanding. Through the implemented KPI’s discussed in the supply chain section, the 

objective will be to strive for continuous and sustained performance of the employees and the 

service that is being offered to the clients. Furthermore, different incentive programs will be 

put into practice which could include pay raises or training programs at the RNA headquarters. 
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7.2 Integrating Company Strategy and HR Strategy 

            The practiced methodology provides a truly unique tennis experience to all customers 

between seven and 80 years of age and who belong to the middle and upper classes. It is done 

so by combining tennis with fitness and psychological training, using Rafa Nadal's fighting 

spirit. 

           In order for the company structure to be implemented, a strong HR strategy in terms of 

the hiring process needs to be established. This process is based on the existing methodology 

taught at the RNA. The plan is to further screen future staff with regards to their tennis 

performance as well as their language skills. In addition, it is key to standardize how the service 

of the center is delivered. This is only possible if the philosophy and values are communicated 

and embodied by every staff member. Furthermore, Singapore lies in a region where the RNA 

was not present before. It is therefore vital to adapt towards local needs. 

7.3 Adapting to Singapore 

          This section will compare HR standards between Spain and Singapore. Based on the 

information from Expatica and the Singapore Government, Spain offers more vacation days 

than Singapore. Spain offers 22 days compared to 7-14 days in Singapore. In terms of maternal 

leave, both countries seem to be quite similar. Spain offers 16 weeks of maternity leave, 

whereas Singapore offers a range between 12-16 weeks. With regards to working hours, 

Singaporeans work 10% more than Spaniards, working 44 hours compared to 40. 

7.4 Performance Management & Headcount 

In terms of how many employees are needed for the Singapore franchise, a total of nine 

employees are estimated. This figure includes one general manager who manages HR specific 

issues that are not centralized, six tennis coaches including the head coach and one sales 

manager who promotes the academy on a local level as well as one employee dedicated to 

Finance and Accounting related activities. Additional functions which might include cleaning 

and security services can be considered an outsourced task.  

Performance management evaluation criterion consists of critical skills related to 

tennis, results based on customer satisfaction, values applied in the methodology and 

professional and personal growth potential. These parameters are to be adapted to local 

circumstances. While they are so, they should not depart from the RNA’s image. 
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7.5 Centralized Functions 

            The franchise concept strives to have a global standard for appearance and delivery of 

services. This standardization allows to centralize specific functions to the headquarters in 

Manacor which in turn directly affects the estimated headcount. One of those centralized 

functions is marketing, which explains why there is no need for another employee locally. The 

goal here is to create a global brand with a standard appearance across all branches.  

            In addition to marketing activities, the headquarters in Manacor will further provide 

intense training with regards to teaching methods for every new employee. This is vital, in 

order to communicate and to establish a global standard while ensuring a level of quality, as 

reflected in the philosophy of the RNA. 

8. Financials 

8.1 Cost Structure 

The main cost of the new Rafa Nadal Academy in Singapore will consist of staff salary, 

property rental, the franchise fee and other expenses (appendix 11). Although they are not 

significant, administrative cost and financial costs from the initial investment will be taken into 

account as important components of the cost structure of the overall project.  

Staff costs are undoubtedly the most prominent due to the nature of a tennis academy 

whose main asset is human capital. Staff costs can be broken down to the employees’ wages 

(general manager, six tennis coaches, sales representative and accounting/finance) as well as 

some benefits that the academy will cover such as healthcare insurance, leave salary and social 

security (appendix 12). Finally, a travel expense budget will be needed for promotion and 

travelling issues of all staff members. 

Rent is based on an average price per hour for the use of a tennis court in the country 

of Singapore. Although, other methods could be appropriate to calculate rent (i.e. price per 

square meters). However, due to the lack of information the following method was chosen. 

According to Numbeo the average price per hour is between 9 S$ - 20 S$. Assuming a middle 

point of 15 S$/h, the total rental price of using six tennis courts ten hours a day for the duration 

of a year constitutes an average of 15% of all costs throughout the five-year plan. Initially, it 

represents a cost of 20% while in the fifth year the number goes down to 13% of the total costs.  

The franchise fee is based on a fixed percentage of 20% of the yearly revenues 

established by the headquarters. The aforementioned fee includes marketing (a monitored and 
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centralized function) but it excludes the payment of the Spanish Value Added Tax (VAT) when 

the fee is transferred from Singapore to Spain.  

Other expenses play an important role in a service business. It is essential to always 

have a buffer to allot for unplanned costs and periodic improvements such as, resurfacing of 

tennis courts, remodeling of offices or locker rooms, and refurbishing other facilities. The 

percentage allocated for these additional costs was based on the financial practices in existing 

Rafa Nadal Academies in the world. 

Furthermore, there are two other expenses that are vital to carry out essential business 

operations, namely administrative and financial costs. Administrative costs include 

maintenance of the facilities, electricity and water which build up to 5% of the total costs. On 

the other hand, financial costs, will be proportional to the outstanding loan needed to start the 

business.  

8.2 Revenue Structure 

 The Rafa Nadal Academy has three main types of revenue streams: tennis-related 

activities, sponsorships, and tournaments. Due to the newness of the RNA Singapore, a base 

membership was discarded as a means of being able to test the country’s market 

responsiveness. As observed (Figure 4), 85% of the yearly earnings come from daily 

operational activities related to tennis which includes private lessons and weekly sessions given 

to adults and kids.  The remaining 15% is divided between tournaments organized at the 

Academy which represent a 10% and another 5% coming from the existing endorsement 

contracts with sponsors such as Nike, Babolat and KIA were based on the current revenue 

distribution present in the Academies worldwide.  
 

 
Figure 4. Revenue Distribution (Source: Own elaboration) 
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8.3 Sales and Net Income Evolution 

A more detailed sales forecast with the specific calculations can be found in the 

appendix 13. Sales were calculated in a five-year plan based on different scenarios and levels 

of capacity to depict a realistic situation. The proposed scenarios are based on three different 

levels of client capacity/occupancy (100%, 50%, and 30%) influenced by seasonality and 

establishment of the business.  

The business will run from 7:00 to 12:00 and from 15:00 to 20:00 and the court 

arrangement and times will be organized based on the weekly demand (appendix 14). In 

addition, a total of eight hours of private lessons will be offered during the weekends. Due to 

the nature of the service, the sales distribution and growth of the net income experiences an 

upward trajectory throughout the first four years and a stabilization symptom in the fifth year.  

The price per hour in the first year is 90 S$/ h, and it experiences a steady increment of 

2 S$/h each year during the first four years (92 S$/h, 94 S$/h and 96 S$/h) with the exception 

of the last year that the price increases to 102 S$/h. However, what directly impacts the total 

sales and consequently the net income of each year is the distribution of weeks based on the 

capacity of the service.  
 

 
Figure 5. Sales Forecast Evolution (Source: Own elaboration) 

 

In the first year, the distribution is six weeks at 100% while the other forty-six weeks 

are equally distributed (twenty-three each) into 50% and 30% capacity resulting in an overall 

revenue of 1,665,342.15 S$. In the following year, the distribution goes up to eight weeks at 

100% and twenty-two weeks at 50% and 30% respectively increasing the total sales to 

1,970,608.72 S$. Year three offers a noticeable boost in the 100% scenario to twelve weeks 
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while 50% and 30% capacity go down to twenty weeks a year with a revenue of 2,408,433.74 

S$. This would be a result of the business being established for two years supported by the 

image of Rafa Nadal around the world. In years four and five, the week distribution is equal 

(sixteen weeks at 100%) for all three scenarios giving total sales of 2,605,849.21 S$ and 

2,768,714.78 S$ each. This difference is based on an increase in the price per hour from 96S$ 

/ h to 102 S$/ h.  

8.4 Cash Flow Evolution  

As observed in appendix 15, the evolution of the total Cash Flow undergoes a steady 

increase. Year one exposes a surprisingly positive total working capital due to the money raised 

to meet the financing needs of the initial funding structure. The financing needs will be evenly 

covered by similar amounts of acquired debt (352,747.50 S$) and equity (352,252.50 S$). The 

initial funding structure is needed to cover the negative net profit from year one (-129,308.13 

S$), the working capital from the first two years (333,068.43 S$ and 3,713.34 S$) and the 

investment necessary to put the project in motion (275,000.00 S$). All the aforementioned 

financial obligations imply a significantly negative need of capital for the first year (-

737,376.56 S$). This is defined as adding both cash flows coming from operations and from 

investments. Compared to the future years this slowly starts to become positive.  
 

 
Figure 6. Total Cash Flow Evolution (Source: Own elaboration) 

 

The total cash flow for the following four years remains unaltered because there is no expected 

need to acquire any new financial support through either debt or equity as there are no new 

investments (33,271.50 S$, 182,336.71 S$, 241,673.95 S$ and 284,514.28 S$). The illustrated 
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numbers are an exact reflection of the need of capital from each year (as reflected in the 

numbers above). The only factor that has a direct impact to the cash flow from operations in 

all five years is the working capital (333,068.43 S$, 3,713.34 S$, 20,350.08 S$, 26,972.54 S$ 

and 31,753.83 S$), calculated by using the formula (Revenues - Costs)/ 12 months.  

All expenses grow at an average of a 2-3%, which is a consequence of differences in 

the average increase in salaries, rent prices, and other administrative costs in the country of 

Singapore. (MSN, 2019) Moreover, financial costs which represent the interest paid to obtain 

the loan, start to decrease in year-three because the previous year is when the company starts 

paying back the debt due to the positive net income. During the first year, financial cost remains 

at a high value (12,346.16 S$) because debt cannot be returned due to negative net income. 

Further explanation of the repayment structure can be found in section 8.6. 

8.5 Initial Funding Needs  

 The initial funding needs (-704,105.06 S$) are based on the need of capital obtained 

from year one and two (-737,376.56 S$ and 33,271.50 S$). In the first year, the cash flow from 

operations shows negative numbers (-462,376.56 S$) coming from the subtraction between the 

net profit (-129,308.13 S$) and the working capital (333,068.43 S$) which is based on an 

assumption that 20% of the revenues are not received. In addition to that, there is an initial 

investment of (275,000.00 S$) which includes operations such as refurbishment and updating 

of the facilities including tennis courts and locker rooms, building small offices (if needed) and 

the purchase of computers and other IT materials. The need for capital in the second year is 

lower because no further investments will be required as per the plan. This implies that the 

33,271.50 S$ is directly sourced from the operations cash flow. As in the first year, the amount 

was obtained by subtracting the net profit from year two (36,984.84 S$) and the same year’s 

working capital (3,713.34 S$).  

 The aforementioned financial needs could not be obtained through a single source, 

which caused the amount to be divided between private equity and long-term debt. As observed 

in appendix 16 from the rounded estimate of 705,000.00 S$ needed, around 50% (352,747.50 

S$) should be acquired through debt and the other 50% (352,252.50 S$) should come from 

private equity as a means of diversifying the risk. Based on those estimates the debt would 

come alongside a 3.5% interest rate, which would be translated into 12,346.20 S$ during the 

first two years and will decrease following that period. 
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8.6 Loan Repayment Strategy  

This section will take the discussion of the initial funding a step further and will 

demonstrate in the necessary split between equity and debt, highlighting a potential payback 

strategy for the loan.  

 
Figure 7. Loan Repayment Strategy (Source: Own elaboration) 

 

           One requirement in order to open a RNA franchise is to provide 50% Equity of the 

estimated initial investment of 705,000.00 S$. This requirement is common among franchise 

agreements as it implies a strong commitment by the franchisee. In addition to the initial 

investment, the RNA charges a canon fee of 35,000 S$. This fee can either be paid via equity 

or loan, depending on preferences of the franchisee. In the case of Singapore this translates to 

352,252.50 S$. The rest can be borrowed through a bank loan (352,747.50 S$) Research 

concluded that typical business loans in Singapore charge 3.5% interest.   

            The loan obtained will be paid back within four years using the franchises cash flow. 

This includes only paying the interest payment of 12,346.20 S$ for the first year without 

repayment of loan. The following years, the franchise will take the profits obtained and repay 

their debt. As usual for any business, the interest payments are tax deductible, which therefore 

decreases the franchises tax obligations. For the second year, this translates into 12,346.20 S$ 

in interest payments and the repayment of 36,984.84 S$. This leads to a decrease of interest 

payment for year three to 11,051.70 S$ and the repayment of 202,686.79 S$. In year four, the 

remaining loan of 113,075.87 S$ as well as the interest payment of 3,957.66 S$ will be repaid 

entirely.  

8.7 Hedging Against Currency Risk 

In theory all foreign RNA franchises would have no exposure to currency fluctuations 

when collecting the payments. In turn this would mean that the task of hedging would be carried 

out by the RNA headquarters in Manacor, with all current and future receivables coming from 

the various foreign franchises (appendix 17).  In this case it would mean that the headquarters 

would have to consider the option of hedging the franchise fee coming from Singapore.  
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In order to hedge these payments, the franchisor has different options. These include 

Forwards, Futures and Put options and Money Market Hedge. Currency hedging is necessary 

because there is significant transaction exposure when the fee is directly transferred from 

Singapore to the headquarters. In this specific situation the main risk associated with the 

franchisor is that the exchange rate of the Singaporean dollar depreciates. This would have a 

direct impact in the transferred receivables, causing its value to be lower than what was initially 

invoiced. In order to mitigate the risk of depreciation, the headquarters should sell currency 

forward. This would mean selling the Singaporean dollars and obtaining Euros at the 

established price by the determined tool used to hedge. Additionally, the Academy would not 

be exposed to translation risk because of the limited number of franchises and the absence of a 

consolidated financial statement from all existing locations.  

9. Future Outlook   

As discussed in section 8.6, the initial loan will be paid back within four years. Once 

the loan has been repaid, one large recurring payment that could be avoided in the future is the 

rent to the landlord. At 355,000.00 S$ this accounts for 13% of revenue. Some long-term 

options would include the purchase of the tennis facility from the landlord or to purchase land 

and build tennis courts. The cost for constructing these ranges from 65,000-100,000 S$ per 

court. (Fixr, 2019) By purchasing land and building possibly more than six courts, a proper 

gym, as well as engaging in a joint venture with a school or a hotel, the franchise owner could 

generate more revenue streams and save the cost of renting the courts in the long run. Finally, 

additional strategies targeting memberships would stabilize the revenues and mitigate the 

dependency on seasonality while increasing customer retention.  

 In contrast, the franchisee should also consider possible setbacks which might 

negatively interfere with future plans. These include both internal and external challenges. 

Since the Academy is dependent on the image of the tennis player, any scandals which pertain 

to Rafa Nadal will pose a negative impact on the future of the business. Additionally, as 

Singapore is located in the Asia-Pacific region, natural disasters play a factor. An increase in 

typhoons, floods, and extreme heat are representative of all major threats and may grow as a 

result of climate change. Finally, although social and economic issues are least likely, global 

threats such as pandemics, unstable governments, and economic recessions may also have 

adverse effects.  
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10. Conclusion 

The Rafa Nadal Academy is on a path towards global expansion and one of the pieces 

to the puzzle is the East Asian market. This business plan unfolds the possibility of using a 

franchise model as an entry strategy to Singapore, a market that could serve as a bridge to other 

Asian and Pacific countries. Key to future academies is the delivery of a standard and replicable 

model that is built on past and current experiences of the RNA at their various locations. The 

model presented in this paper builds its success on the practiced methodology and ties in the 

operational aspects such as the services offered. Since other departments such as HR and 

Marketing are executed at a headquarter level, it was not necessary to reinvent these functions 

for the Singapore market but rather adapt them to local application.  

 Data suggests that the social and economic levels in Singapore are highly desirable for 

the creation and development of a business. For this reason and other strategic values this 

location offers, it was evident that the Academy should take root in this East Asian country. 

Additionally, various indices and governmental surveys underline the growing and existing 

popularity of the sport of tennis with the growth of events in the geographical region on a 

continual rise. Finally, Singapore’s compatibility with other Western countries because of 

corporate behavior provides enough reason that conducting business in the region would not 

suffer unexpected cultural shocks.  

When considering future plans, various possibilities at widening revenue streams 

should be considered. These include, but are not limited to, the following: the construction of 

additional courts; building of a complementary fitness center; entering into a joint venture with 

a hotel or a school, all of which are reflective of the existing locations of the Academy. In 

conclusion, this plan is feasible and presents an approachable strategy towards the replication 

of the RNA globally. It is a plan that builds on the pride and tradition which the Rafa Nadal 

Academy has envisioned since the creation of their first Academy in Manacor, Mallorca, in the 

humble town of Rafael Nadal Parera.  
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12. Appendix  

Appendix 1. PEST Analysis 

 

Political ● Obtained independence in 1965. 

● Representative Democracy. 

●  Allows political pluralism but constraints credible opposition. 

● Presidency terms: 6 years. 

●  Restrictions present in aspects such as freedom of expression, 

association and peaceful assembly.  

● Extremely low levels of corruption:  

○ Ranked 3rd in Transparency International Index – score of  

88/100.  

○ Denmark - 1st with score of 90/100. 

● Medium freedom of press: 

○   Score 51/100 

○  Lowest: Syria 1/100 – Highest: Norway 100/100. 

Economic ● GDP: 364 billion USD (WB) 

● GDP growth 2018: 3.2% (WB) 

●  Expected growth 2019: 1.9% 

● Ranked in the top of world’s most competitive economies (WEF) 

● Since independence the country presents a 7.7% GDP growth per 

year: 

○ Transformed from a low-income to a high-income country. 

● Unemployment: 3.64% (WB) 

●  Inflation: 0.44% (WB) – 10-year period. 

●  Currency:  

○ Singapore dollar – 1.50 SGD = 1 euro. 

Social ● Population: 5.8 million people. 

● Decline in population growth: 

○ 4.3% 2010 – 0.8% 2019 

● Aging population problem. 
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● Literacy rate: 97.3% (Singapore Government Statistics) 

Technological Springboard in the South Asian region. 

Ranked 6th worldwide in innovation index (Bloomberg Magazine) 

 80/100 world’s top technology firms operate in Singapore (Singapore 

Government) 

National inclusion of 5G in 2020: 

Expected coverage in 2050 is 50%. 

 

Appendix 2. Consumer Panel 

 

 
 

Appendix 3.  Singapore Distributors  
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Appendix 4.  SWOT Analysis 

 

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Things done well: 
- Formalized tennis 
instruction 
-Evident core values 
-International 
approach  
-US based education 
program 
 
Internal Resources: 
-Professionally 
trained staff 
-Professional tennis 
network 
 
Tangible Assets: 
- Professional 
facilities 

Things lacking: 
-Replicable franchise 
model 
-Expansion process  
-Lack of marketing 
strategy not 
dependent on one 
key person (Rafa 
Nadal) 
-Affordability  
 
Things competitors 
do better: 
-Experience in 
running tennis 
programs 
-Flexibility with 
pricing 
 

Underserved 
markets: 
-Asia 
-North America 
 
Emerging need 
-Sports and 
education 
institutions with a 
holistic formation  
-US based education 
system 
-Bridging 
scholarship 
opportunities with 
US based 
universities 
 
Press/Media 
Coverage: 
-Rafa Nadal name 
-Opportunity to 
capitalize on brand 

Emerging and 
existing competition: 
-IMG Academy 
(most important) 
-A. Sanchez Casal 
- Chris Evert 
- Mouratoglou 
Academy (most 
important) 
 
Regulatory: 
-Space for building a 
new academy in 
Singapore 
 
Negative 
press/media 
coverage: 
-Potential name 
smearing attempts  
 

 

Appendix 5. Buyer Persona 

 

      I.         Personal:  
a.     Age: 7 - 80. 
b.     Gender: neutral. 
c.     Children: starting at age 7. 
d.     Marital status: single and married. 
e.     Location: Singapore and neighboring countries. 
f.      Income: middle - upper class and wealthy. 
g.     Education: no education is needed. 
    II.         Professional information: 
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a.     Job title: executive and senior management professionals. 
b.     Company / industry: not specific.  
  III.         Values & Fears: 
a.     What do they value in their personal or professional life? - Tennis enthusiasts, 

success in professional and personal life, work-life balance, admire Rafa Nadal. 
b.     What is important to them when considering a service like yours? - Essentially, 

all values and methodology that Rafa Nadal and their academies represent. 
c.     What objections might they have? - Price-to-value, not being provided the full 

experience.  
d.     What drives their decision making process? - Worldwide service quality, unique 

methodology and teaching process.  
  IV.         Goals & Challenges: 
a.     What are their personal/ career goals? - Enhancing personal development 

through sports activities, enjoyment, work-life balance. 
b.     What challenges impact achieving these goals? - Lack of interest, motivation. 
c.     How could you help? - Meeting the desires of the client (time flexibility, 

adaptation to age). 
    V.         Where are they? 
a.     How do they get information? - Social media, word of mouth, followership, 

Rafa Nadal public image. 
b.     What media do they consume? - Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, 

YouTube, via website. 
                                               i.  Where do they spend their days? - Schools, offices 

and sports facilities. 
c.     Do they attend events? - WTA Finals Tournament, Australian Open.  
d.     Do they have relevant hobbies? - Outdoor and indoor activities, and love for 

tennis. 
  VI.         Negative Information: 
a.     Customers we do not want? - Customers who are unmotivated or not willing to 

learn.  
 

 

Appendix 6. Services and Pricing List 

 
Year 1: 

 
Year 2: 
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Year 3: 

 
Year 4: 

 
Year 5:  

 
 

Appendix 7.  Social Persona 

 

I.         Target Audience: 
a.     Facebook,  

                                      i.  Men/ women from 20 years and above 
                                    ii.  Who follow: Sports, Tennis, Tennis Tournaments, 

Rafa Nadal  
                                  iii.  Goal: Engage with users on ongoing activities at the 

academy. Link relevant content to tournaments and 
new of Rafa and students/ adults  

b.     Twitter 
                                      i.  Men/ women from 20 years and above 
                                    ii.  Who follow: Sports, Tennis, Tennis Tournaments, 

Rafa Nadal  
                                  iii.  Goal: Engage with users on ongoing activities at the 

academy. Link relevant content to tournaments and 
new of Rafa and students/ adults  

c.     Instagram  
                                      i.  Men/ women from 15 years and above 
                                    ii.  Who follow: Sports, Tennis, Tennis Tournaments, 

Rafa Nadal  
                                  iii.  Goal: Engage with users on ongoing activities at the 

academy. Link relevant content to tournaments and 
new of Rafa and students/ adults  

d.     LinkedIn 
                                      i.  Men/ women from 25 years and above 
                                    ii.  Who follow: Management, business, company 
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culture. 
                                  iii.  May be engaged in conversation on business schools, 

universities. 
                                   iv.  Goal: Showcasing our added value to professional 

sports training, potential investment projects. Share / 
publish content in groups, related to us. 

e.     YouTube 
                                      i.  Men/ women from 15 years and above 
                                    ii.  Who follow: Sports, Tennis, Tennis Tournaments, 

Rafa Nadal  
                                  iii.  Goal: Engage with users on ongoing activities at the 

academy. Link relevant content to tournaments and 
new of Rafa and students/ adults  

II.         Voice/ Tone  
a.     Facebook 

                                      i.  Professional and informative voice consistent of 
academy activities, tournament highlights, student 
highlights, and news from Rafa Nadal 

b.     Twitter 
                                      i.  Informative voice consistent of academy activities, 

tournament highlights, student highlights, special 
occasions, and news from Rafa Nadal. 

c.     Instagram  
                                      i.  Informative voice consistent of academy activities, 

tournament highlights, student highlights, special 
occasions, and news from Rafa Nadal. 

d.     LinkedIn 
                                      i.  Professional and informative promoting academy job 

openings, professional sports training and new 
ventures by the academy aimed towards capital 
improvements and ongoing expansion projects.  

III.         Channels 
a.     Facebook 
b.     Twitter 
c.     Instagram 
d.     LinkedIn 

IV.         Negative individuals who may not follow Rafa Nadal or are not fans of his 
initiatives. 
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Appendix 8.  KPI’s  

 

 

Appendix 9. Performance Management 

 

 
 

Appendix 10.  Development Metrics  
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Appendix 11.  Breakdown of Cost 

 

 
 

Appendix 12.  Pay Structure, Benefits, and Salaries Per Position  
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Appendix 13.  Sales and Net Income Evolution  

 

 
 

Appendix 14.  Opening Hours 

 

 
 

Appendix 15.  Cash Flow  
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Appendix 16. Initial Funding Needs  

 

 
 

Appendix 17. Hedging Tools 

 
 

Appendix 18.  Porter’s Five Forces  

Supplier Power: 
● Government: it is the main 

administrative and political entity that 
gives permission for obtaining land and 
accepts or dismisses industry projects. 
High power due to the limited country 
size. 

● Infrastructure: provides all the needed 
materials for building all the facilities 
needed for the academy such as tennis 
courts, gym, classes, bedrooms etc. The 
power of the supplier is medium due to 
the fact that they have done multiple 
expansions and simultaneously high 
quality hotels and sports facilities are 
already present in the country.   

Overall: High/Medium  

Threat of Entry: 
● Entry barriers are not high but there are 

many of them as well as time 
consuming. There are several 
bureaucratic processes that need to be 
taken into account such as registering 
with the Accounting & Regulatory 
authority, construction permits, getting 
electricity, registering a property, 
getting credit, protecting investors, 
paying taxes, international trade, 
enforcing contracts and dealing with 
insolvency and cultural aspects.   
 

Overall: Medium/High 
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Buyer Power: 
● The power of the buyers is somewhat 

limited due to the fact that all prices are 
set. This implies that there is not much 
margin of bargaining. This occurs 
because Rafa Nadal Academy value 
preposition goes far beyond only giving 
tennis lessons, it also provides an 
education on values and several other 
life features.  

Overall: Weak/Low 

Substitute Threats: 
● Singapore is a developed country in 

many aspects but specially socially and 
economically. As a “consequence” 
there are many sports that can be 
played and learned, which indicates 
that the substitute threat is high. 
Moreover, as of today tennis is not 
ranked within the top five sports in 
Singapore regarding popularity.  

Overall: High  

 

Competitive Rivalry: 
● Singapore Tennis Association and SportSG are the most important tennis academies in 

the country. Their main goal is to promote tennis within the local community.  
o The overall number of tennis academies in Singapore (regardless of size and 

popularity) is around 20.  
● At the same time, there only are 10 tennis centers where people can go and play by 

themselves or take private lessons. 
● Compared to Catalunya where there are 222 tennis clubs and there are almost 25.000 

tennis licenses.  
Overall: Low/ Medium.   

 


